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the mechanism, which includes the choice of investment strategy on the basis 
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managerial flexibility of decision making.
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The flexibility which is determined by systematic market factors:
the liquidity of the stock market; the interest rate level; foreign currency exchange; 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
The flexibility which is determined by formal institutional constraints:
u??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
The flexibility which is determined by informal institutional constraints:
distrust of the national currency; low level of financial culture of the population; existence of the 
conflict of interest; the existence of corruption; lack of transparency of activities of issuers and 
professional stock market participants; limited and election participants’ access to information 
???????????????????????? the absence of law-abiding institution
The flexibility which is determined by the specific market factors: kind of securities and 
peculiarities of their treatment; concentration of ownership in the issuing company; the financial
















































The flexibility which is determined by the level of internal transaction costs:
the costs of obtaining information; the costs of laying and service implementation agreements; the 
costs of monitoring and control of administrative flexibility
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THE AIM: optimization of the investment portfolio taking into account market
flexibility of the decision making in the bank’s investment activity
The choice of the types of securities in the investment portfolio of the bank
Definition of limitations optimization model




On the level of risk
Modelling of optimal structure of the investment portfolio taking into account
profitableness and risk
Calculation of coefficients of the market flexibility
Formation of optimal structure of portfolio by value of securities taking into account
market flexibility of the decision making in the bank’s investment activity
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Table 2. ???????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????? ??????
?????????????????????????????????
Factors of managerial
flexibility of the 
decision making




flexibility of the 
decision making




The coefficient of quality of personnel 
potential ? ?KPK
+ ? ?KPK? ?
The coefficient increase of level
qualifications of personnel ? ?PKK
+ ? ?PKK? ?
The coefficient of provision of human 
resources ? ?OKK
+ ? ?OKK? ?
The coefficient of stability of personnel
? ?SKK
+ ???? ?SKK? ?
The coefficient of personnel turnover
? ?TKK
– ???? ????TKK? ?
The degree of 
centralization or 
decentralization of the 
bank
The coefficient of centralization of 
functional management structure ? ?CSK
– ? ?CSK? ?
The coefficient of functional 
specialization ? ?FSK
+ ? ?FSK? ?
The coefficient of concentration of 
management functions ? ?KFK
– ?KFK ?
Type of organizational 
structure of the bank
The coefficient of structural tension
? ?SNK
– ?SNK ?
The coefficient of operational work
of the administrative apparatus ? ?ORK
+ ?ORK ?
The importance and the 
number of the decision 
making in the bank
The coefficient of effectiveness of 
implementation of decisions ?(
ER
K
+ ?? ?? ERK
The degree of control 
over the processes in 
the bank
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